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delivery, cams, pistons, and compression are the main cast members in this mechanized drama.
An underperforming ignition system will drag down the entire show. MSD Ignition has built an
entire industry around providing support to the other characters in the internal combustion
epic, and the introduction of the MSD Ready to Run is sure to bring the HEI crowd to their feet.
In , Delco, a division of General Motors, announced a new ignition system that eliminated
contact points and condensers. Old Technology meets New Technology. HEI provided good
energy output for the GM motors during that period where the common engine redline was
about 5, rpm. Because the ignition coil was an integral part of the cap, it was easy to install and
only required one electrical wire to run. However, in the past 30 years technology has passed by
the once-advantageous HEI ignition system. The HEI system uses a control module to replace
the traditional breaker points setup. The control module was able to provide more spark energy
to the spark plugs with better timing control than mechanical breaker point ignitions, which
allowed for greater dwell times. Increasing the dwell time enabled the ignition coil to fully
charge before releasing its stored energy. Because the coil requires some dwell time to charge
before it discharges, there are some mechanical limitations to the system. At higher RPM there
is less dwell time between coil discharges, so the coil releases less than maximum energy.
History has taught us that with an inductive-type ignition system, higher revs and lower spark
energy results in a loss of power or high-end misses. Remember what we said in the opening
line? This combination has been very successful on the track and performs reliably on the
street, but it does require mounting an external coil and an ignition box in the engine
compartment. There is a cost associated with the purchase of multiple components as well.
With this MSD setup, the inductive ignition is turned into a capacitive discharge ignition system
using a quick-charged, high voltage capacitor that can supply far greater energy to the plug gap
than the stock inductive system. No matter what the RPM, each spark is fully juiced. High
performance upgrade to the stock HEI coil. This upgrade is quick and easy, starting with
removing the bulky stock distributor. MSD ignition systems are well known for making multiple
spark discharge MSD for a complete burn in the combustion chamber. For a point of reference,
at 7, RPM, the ignition system has each cylinder firing 7. Start your installation by removing the
stock HEI distributor in this sequence: Remove the existing distributor cap without
disconnecting any of the spark plug wires. Crank the engine until the rotor is aimed at a fixed
point on the engine. Note this position by making a mark. Place the distributor cap back on and
note which plug wire the rotor is pointing to. Disconnect the wiring from the distributor and
loosen the distributor hold down clamp and slide the clamp out of the way. Now you can lift the
distributor out of the engine. Remove the stock HEI distributor by disconnecting the wiring and
removing the retainer bolt and plate where the distributor contacts the intake manifold. The old
distributor can then be removed from the engine. Install the new MSD distributor gasket and
apply a liberal amount of the supplied lubricant to the distributor gear. Using the reference
marks you made in step one, install the Ready to Run distributor into the engine ensuring that
the distributor shaft lines up with the oil pump drive. Install the Ready to Run distributor making
sure that the rotor comes to rest pointing at the fixed mark. If the distributor will not fully seat
with the rotor pointing to the marked position, you may need to rotate the oil pump shaft until
the rotor lines up and the distributor fully seats. Position and tighten the hold down clamp onto
the distributor. Install the distributor cap and spark plug wires one at a time to ensure correct
location. Call your friends over to check out the newest upgrade. Last step before firing it up;
wave goodbye to old ignition system technology. Build your own custom newsletter with the
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falls well short of ideal. But before looking at the possible fixes lets consider why we might find
it best to stick with an HEI-style distributor instead of just swapping out the entire ignition
system. First just ask yourself where else you can find a distributor and ignition system
packaged into one compact, easy-to-use assembly. Installation involves little more than just
dropping the unit into the motor and plugging in one wire. There are a lot of fancy ignition
systems available for the small block Chevy but the simplest and most cost effective is still the
HEIâ€”but it needs a little hopping up to get the job done. A custom built Performance
Distributors unit takes care of that. Before going into a lot of details about what you can do and
what you should do let me set the playing field here. There are a number of companies who are
in the HEI business and I pretty much know all the bosses of all these companies. I say this so
you understand the fact that I am in a strong position to test all of the units involved. All of
these companies make good stuff, but Performance Distributors has, by far, the best and most
personal customer service. Performance Distributors can and will deal with every customer on a
one-on-one basis and that makes it very convenient for you to precisely get what you and your
engine need. You will pay a little more when dealing with Performance Distributors but when
you come up against a problemâ€”especially ones related to ignition curvesâ€”you will be glad
you did. With that said, you have the option to deal with any of the other companies mentioned
for whatever parts you are looking for, but from here on out, I am going to be referring to
Performance Distributors almost exclusively. Just an aside here: I have been dealing with
Performance Distributors for much of my HEI ignition needs and have used its units in well over
60 magazine project engines. Never, in more than 30 years, have I had one single problem with
its products. Every one has functioned just like it should! This Scat cranked AFR headed made
ft-lbs and missed hp by just a couple of hpâ€”all on a Since we are dealing with budget builds,
there are two factors that must be taken into account. First, your intent might be to install a
used unit and it may or may not be in need of a rebuild. Second, an HEI in stock trim falls short
of what we need for performance. Although outstanding in concept, the high-RPM spark
capability it delivers most certainly is not. At about 5, to 5, rpm, a stock HEI will drop sparks.
First, pick up a used unit at the salvage yard and rebuild it. This will take a couple of hours and
will require, as a minimum, the replacement of the rotor and cap. You also need to deter- mine if
the bearings in the body are up to further service. The best bet here is to start with another used
unit because at least 50 per- cent of any pile of used HEI still have acceptable bearing clearance.
Also check the advance weights. These wear at the pivot point and as a result produce an
inconsistent advance curve. Check the pivot points here. If the actual posts are worn then you
might consider dumping the whole unit because it could need a new shaft and that is a little
pricey. How- ever there is a point you might want to consider before tossing whatever unit you
have. Performance Distributors can furnish you with a shaft with weights and springs with a
custom curve already done to compliment the engines specs you have. If the bearings in the
body are decent you may want to consider that route. If only the weights are worn then you can
get a set of replacement ones along with springs to build the advance curve needed from
Performance Distributors. Although it will cost a little more, your second option is to buy an
Accel Blue Print rebuilt unit. At first, this may seem just a shade more costly than doing the job
yourself. The Accel unit, though, is more distributor than just a stock rebuild. My own spin tests
show it to be capable of at about rpm more than a typical stock unit because of a superior
module. In addition, it comes with an adjustable vacuum advance and springs for the
mechanical advance that will allow a dozen different mechanical advance curves. In all, this unit
is a good deal. That is what we will deal with now. Although this can be considered a valid
A-to-B comparative test procedure, there are some points to note so you can more precisely
relate results to actual use in an engine. Pure nitrogen is a far better insulator than air, which
basically consists of percent oxygen and almost percent nitrogen. Also, cylinder heat which
was not simulated in our tests makes it easier for the spark to jump the gap. This means it will
be harder for an ignition system to fire the plugs in the test rig than in an engine. As a result, an
ignition system starts drop- ping sparks in the test rig at about to percent sooner than it does in
a running engine. The results you see here have been corrected for this. A more rapid charging
rate can be brought about by reducing coil inductance, which usually means fewer turns on the
primary side. Making such a change proves to be a double-edged sword. Although reducing the
primary turns increases the primary-to-secondary turns ratio, thus producing a higher
secondary voltage, it also increases the current draw. The coil design must be the result of a
workable compromise. After testing, it was found that the rate of current built up in the stock

coil was 2. The same test on a good aftermarket coil showed it to be faster at 3 amps per
millisecond. Swapping out the stock coil for a high output aftermarket coil is an easy minute
job. To see how this and any other coil design differences affected the spark capability, an
otherwise-stock HEI was spin- tested first with the stock and then the MSD, Accel, and
Performance Distributors coils. The stock HEI ran to a spark-drop- ping limit of 4, rpm.
Replacing the stock coil with the MSD coil raised this to 6, rpm. This test then shows that all
these coils are capable of delivering a spark-limited RPM increase of 25 percent or more over
stock Fig The function of the module in an HEI is much the same as contact breaker points in an
older-style distributor. Its first job is to supply some to volts to the coil primary and switch it on
and off at the appropriate time. The best module is one that reliably handles the high- est
current possible, delivers the highest voltage to the coil, switches as fast as possible, and has
the longest dwell time switched-on time possible. I tested all these factors on a highperformance module, but the most significant differences between this and a stock module
showed up in the current and voltage delivered to the coil. A stock GM module typically delivers
a maximum of some 5. By comparison, the high-performance module delivered 7. Fig By
maintaining the voltage applied to the coil at higher RPM, an aftermarket module keeps the
spark running to much higher RPM. For really high RPM, it is necessary to upgrade the module.
Shown here is the Performance Distributors Dyna- Mod unit. The winner in this event will be the
module that produces the highest voltage up to the highest RPM. For the results, check out Fig
As you can see, the high-performance aftermarket module wins by a healthy margin once again.
A 4,rpm limit on the test rig was equal to 5, on a real engine, so I will use this ratio for some
real-world RPM capabilities. But there is a factor I need to throw in here. The stock HEI numbers
were with a stock-size plug gap of 0. A high-performance engine responds to an increase in
plug gap because the wider gap produces a more energetic and powerful spark. The tests for
the upgraded HEI were with 0. The Performance Distributors coil and module equipped unit was
good for a solid 9, rpm Performance Distributors claim 9, As tempting as it may seem to use the
system that gave the highest RPM, you should be aware that on the way to the rev limit there
was no measurable difference in the sparks. This means if you intend to build an engine that
turns only, say, 7, rpm, a system that goes to 7, will get the job done in exactly the same fashion
as one that goes to 9, Assuming you have prepped the distributor as suggested with at least a
high- performance module, then your plug cable requirements for an affordable alternative start
to look good. The worst situation is to use old carbon string-type leads. However, such cables,
when used with the improved capability of a modified HEI, will deliver results as good as the
high-quality, wire- wound inductive suppressed cables from Accel, MSD, Moroso, etc. Once a
high-energy spark can be generated at sufficiently high RPM, the next issue to address is
ignition timing and advance curve characteristics. Knowing what controls the advance curve
and how to change it is almost common knowledge. The big questions are: what to change it to,
and why did it need changing? The grassroots answers are: cylinder pressure prior to ignition,
and, to a lesser extent, heat. The best output is usually achieved when peak pressure occurs at
about 15 degrees after TDC. The compression pressure significantly affects the speed of the
burn. The higher the pressure, the faster the burn rate. This means that as the CR is increased,
the ignition advance required is reduced. When longer period cams are used, the low-speed
compression pressure is reduced, so more advance is required until the dynamic effects take
over and start filling the cylinder to significantly higher levels. The early closing of the intake
valve will mean a lot of charge is trapped at low RPM; this, in conjunction with the
higher-than-stock CR, will produce a cranking pressure of around or more psi. At low RPM, the
charge will burn faster than in a stock unit. Result: this engine now needs less initial
mechanical advance, and the total required will probably be less, so the mechanical advance
will only need to come in slowly. Initial timing may range from 5-degrees BTDC to zero and total
around 28 to 32 at the most degrees. When the engine is cruising at part throttle, the pressure
just prior to ignition is substantially reduced due to the fact that the engine is throttled. At 60
mph in high gear, a typical small-block Chevy needs between 45 and 55 degrees of advance.
Because of the short cam, the vacuum advance in our current example will not need to come in
until about 7 to maybe as much as 10 inches of mercury, and the amount required will be at
most about degrees distributor 36 crank. This, added to the slow mechanical advance occurring
at 2, to 2, RPM, should result in about 45 degrees under these conditions. The mechanical or
RPM-generated advance curve is controlled by the weights white arrows and springs yellow
arrows. Trimming the advance curve is usually just a question of changing springs. The plastic
screws shown here replace the metal ones that hold the rotor in place. These avoid any chance
of a spark jumping from the rotor screws and firing the cylinder at the wrong time. Here is how
the vacuum advance operates. This advances the timing. This is the distributor machine that
every Performance Distributors unit is tested on for curve accuracy before shipping. If a

relatively large cam is used, then the advance needs to come on faster at first, although little or
no additional total may be required. This means the quicker rate of advance needed by the
longer cam can, to a large extent, be offset by the increased CR. The vacuum advance for a
longer cam, though, will need rethinking. The longer the cam, the sooner the vacuum canister
needs to start pulling in advance. At cruise, such a cam will, even if the CR is well matched,
require about 50 degrees. Now if all these interrelated factors sound a little confusing, just
remember that Performance Distributors can build what your engine needs at a very reasonable price. To achieve the timing required, we have three system controls. These are: 1 the
mechanical advance, 2 the vacuum advance, and, 3 the total advance stop. Ideally, all the
required advance characteristics should be determined by testing on a chassis dyno. If the
converter stalls at much above 3,, the effect of the ignition timing below this will affect throttle
response only. The mechanical needs to be done at the track, while the vacuum needs to be
done on the freeway. An adjustable vacuum can is a boon to easier setting of the vacuum
advance. Automatics first. Stage the car a known distance into the staging light. It matters little
what this may be, but it must be close to the same for each run. Make a pass and check the foot
time. Next, replace one of the springs with the one having slightly less tension. Make another
pass. If the car is faster, repeat the process with a lighter spring yet. Continue with
progressively lighter springs until either detonation is heard or the foot times stop improving.
At this point, make a pass the entire length of the strip. Now replace the second spring with one
having less tension. Make another pass and check the ET. The advance curve now could be
any- where from 90 percent as good as it can be to the best possible with a mechanical
distributor. It takes springs, weights, and a dyno to get really close. This affects top speed more
than anything, and if the tests so far were done at 28 to 30 degrees, the total will be short of
optimum. If the whole distributor now is advanced, the low-speed initial advance may be too
much. Last, go back and evaluate the secondary spring that you first started with. This
eventually made over hp on pump gas and was still just about street drivable. This got the job
done on this 8,rpm-plus engine. The distributor used in this engine was also a Pertronix unit but
not of an HEI style. It required the use of a separate coil and ignition box. On the dyno or at the
track, this micro adjuster for setting the timing is a boon. This can be important when trying to
squeeze the last ounce of power from an engine. On some occasions I have seen as much a 3
hp from a halfdegree change in timing. This is where the ignition has to prove itself out. If your
vehicle is a manual transmission, all of your tests can be done on a lonely stretch of road with a
stopwatch. The technique involves choosing a suit- ably low starting RPM and timing the
vehicle between two speeds. Floor the throttle and time how long it takes to reach 2, rpm.
Progressively lighten up the primary spring until the best 1, to 2,rpm time results. Now repeat
the tests using RPM from 2, to 4, Take the car to the strip and set the total. If this is more than a
couple of degrees different than the setting used while developing the advance curve and any
sign of detonation is apparent, go back on the primary spring to one slightly heavier. Vacuum
advance is critical if good fuel economy is to be achieved. Although you may not feel this is of
great importance to a race car, having vacuum advance cleans up the way the motor drives in
the pits or paddock and reduces the possibility of fuel-fouled plugs. Although an adjustable
vacuum looks ideal, its adjustability is in terms of the amountâ€”not the rateâ€”at which it
comes in. Trying a dozen cans in an effort to get the optimum wears thin after a while. To set up
an adjustable unit, start with the advance cut way down and drive the vehicle. If no detonation is
heard during normal, part-throttle driving, then add a little more advance. Continue with this
process until detonation is apparent and then back out some of the timing until detonation has
ceased. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will
send you an exclusive deal on this book. It needs to be triggered by a distributor or crank
trigger of some sort. MSD Performance tells us that many of the ignition boxes in their arsenal
can be triggered by way of a set of points or any number of OEM and select aftermarket
electronic ignition systems. The best trigger setup is most likely a matching MSD magnetic
pickup distributor of some sort. Or even better, a crank trigger system. Each of them features a
CNC machined billet aluminum housing along with a billet aluminum base. Models are available
with and without vacuum advance. The shaft is a polished QPQ liquid nitride coated, large
diameter 0. MSD incorporates a sealed ball bearing on the topside of the shaft that works along
with an extra long sintered bearing on the bottom end this provides increased shaft support.
The mechanical advance weight pins are staked and TIG welded to the plate. MSD makes use of
special nylon pads beneath the advance weights. The reason? They allow for smooth action as
the weights advance. In addition, the advance system can be locked out if necessary. Internally,
MSD has engineered the distributor with a special oil tract, which improves lubrication to both
the distributor and the cam gear. In Chevy applications, the distributor is machined to accept
o-ring seals. These seals can be used in modified blocks as a means to improve oil pressure

control. The pickup used in the distributor is a maintenance-free magnetic model that works in
conjunction with a precision reluctor wheel. The idea here is to provide stable timing
throughout the RPM range. The distributor comes with a two-wire harness that plugs directly
into most MSD ignition boxes. Doing this provides the spark with sufficient time to light the
air-fuel mixture. As the RPM rises, the time required to bring in the advance increases. Having
advanced timing tends to increase cylinder pressure, which in turn improves low RPM torque.
The end result is usually detonation. It depends upon a wide range of circumstances. Honestly,
there is no one perfect curve for any engine. As a total package each racecar or street-strip car
is different and because of this, each ignition curve will have to be different. These advance
systems operate independently of each other. Centrifugal advance functions by way of a pair of
governor weights and springs, that are controlled by engine RPM. Centrifugal force shifts the
weights outward against the tension of the springs. This causes the distributor cam to move
which advances the timing. The vacuum advance system includes a diaphragm that responds to
the difference between atmospheric pressure and induction pressure. Pre-emission vacuum
advance systems were hooked to a manifold vacuum source usually located downstream of the
carburetor throttle plates. At idle and during part throttle operation, manifold vacuum is high.
This advances the ignition timing. If the engine is operated at wide-open throttle, manifold
vacuum is low. This all changed in the middle of the Sixties. With this setup, vacuum is lowest
at idle and it increases as the throttle is opened completely opposite to manifold vacuum. At
idle, a spark ported vacuum system provides zero vacuum advance where the older manifold
vacuum advance system might have provided as much as degrees additional timing. Given the
slew of variables most high performance or race distributors do not make use of vacuum
advance case-in-point is the MSD Pro Billet Distributor shown in the accompanying photos. A
vacuum advance system can increase the total timing to 50 degrees or more. Vacuum advance
was helpful in low compression applications, where it could improve fuel economy. Total
ignition timing is the sum of initial timing and centrifugal advance. Bringing in the advance in
late was pretty much standard issue on production cars. Any factor that changes the burning
rate of the fuel or the engine speed can cause a need for an ignition timing change. It allows you
to dial in how quick the timing comes in, and it also allows you to limit the amount the timing
can be advanced. The general idea is to bring the curve in as quickly as possible without the
engine detonating. This means you should work with the springs supplied with the distributor to
reach the ideal curve for your combination. Some applications might need one very light spring
along with a heavy spring, while others might work best with a pair of light springs. Some might
need a pair of medium strength springs and so on. Where do I set the initial timing mark on my
degree balancer. What is the best way to read this timing? I have both variable and non-variable
timing lights. Where should I set the initial timing?? Notify me of follow-up comments by email.
Notify me of new posts by email. Terms Classifieds Privacy. Previous article. Next article. Leave
a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. I agree to receive emails from
RacingJunk. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. Apart from being
super easy to install, the best HEI distributors for Chevy are incredibly durable and are available
in an affordable price range. These units produce a high voltage at bigger RPMs and therefore
improve machine performance. They also have high-output models that enable them to fully
support your General Motor engine for faster machine workings. They do that thanks to their
4-pin ignition module, which is specifically designed to fit seamlessly in your engine. Those of
you who drive a racing or luxury car and regularly test the speed limits in your area will find
plenty to like about the MSD Pro-Billet Distributor. It is a mechanical advance product that
comes into play when the load on the engine is excessive and drives RPM to higher limits. As
you press the pedal to the metal, this unit forces its built-in rotor to operate quickly. This causes
the rotor to activate the advance. The whole scenario ends up benefiting you by increasing the
pick of your vehicle. That means your car will be the fastest to get off once the red light on the
signal turns green. Apart from helping realize all your high-speed fantasies, this model offers
maintenance-free magnetic pickup. It has a precision reluctor that ensures that the signals it
sends throughout the RPM range are stable. On top of everything else, both its weights as well
as advance plates have been given a double coating of Chromoly steel and QPQ. Your
mechanic will tell you that both these materials are the gold-standards when it comes to
resisting rust. MAS distributor parts are famous among car mechanics due to their sturdiness
and durability. It boasts a unique outline that will give full support to your Chevy. The engine
will, therefore, run smoother and faster with this distributor. You might also find it pleasing to
note that this model has strong and durable terminals. They offer maximum conductivity for
their material of construction and provide a simple assembly. You can therefore count on them
to make your engine run better. Another notable feature of this equipment is its cost-efficient
price. It offers a perfect amalgam of a perfect design, adjustable advance and a durable cap at

an inexpensive price point. This is what makes this unit doubly worthy of your attention. They
meet original equipment manufacturer standards, with the electronic module components
offering a double benefit of being computer tested before and after installation. Whether they
are as expensive as this one or cheap as the one mentioned above, all of them come with a
respectable one-year warranty. Part of the reason why MSD is so sure about the quality of its
products lies in their construction. Take this HEI distributor as an example. It features a
heavy-duty distributor gear that is made to withstand vibrations emanating from the engine,
internal and external heat as well as corrosion. Similar sturdiness is on display with its weight
pins. They are welded tight and are coated with rust-proof and corrosion-resistant materials.
The entire distributor, meanwhile, has an adjustable vacuum advance that lets you tune it as per
the demands of your engine. Start with its installation. The entire procedure will be seamless.
Next comes its construction. It has provided its vacuum canister bushing with bronze coating
and the brass terminals of this model are almost rustproof. This helps them to withstand the
test of time and keep on providing stable spark for longer. Then there are its sought-after
features. Dragon Fire has equipped this equipment with Mechanical TachDrive hook up that
runs alongside your stock tachometer. Its volt coil, meanwhile, is capable of producing 65,
volts. All of us know that the best thing is for it to use factory-installed parts. Lastly, as far as its
assembly is concerned, you get everything one might expect in an HEI distributor. But like the
model we saw above, it too has the features to justify its asking price. Start with its housing.
The aluminum alloy casing is not only rugged and friction-resistant but also lightweight to
ensure maximum ease. Then come the high-quality bronze sintered bushings. They are aligned
and honed in such a manner as to reduce friction and extend shelf life. Equal durability is on
offer with the center-less corrosion-resistant shaft whose concentric operation allows it to keep
friction at bay. You might find it pleasing to note that the distributor gear is ground in such a
way that it exacts maximum tolerance when fit tightly with camshaft. Either they ask you to use
them in everyday applications. Or they are built for racing cars. Start with its utility for racing
applications. Equal utility is on offer for everyday drivers. The high output coil of this unit
produces a 65, volt spark through a range of 7, RPM. That range is more than enough for
neighborhood road drivers or those that drive on roads where the speed limit is always below
their liking. Almost all models that you have seen thus far are compatible with a plethora of
Chevy engines. This Racing HEI distributor is a bit different. It limits its utility to only three.
They include Chevy , Chevy and Chevy small blocks. You can therefore count on its installation
instructions to be more specific. Apart from the ignition module, there will be the cap, coil and
rotor. Basically everything that you might feel a need for will be in there. One thing that
disappointed us about this product is the lack of installation guide. There are no installation or
mounting instructions in its package. One of the best features of this HEI distributor is its
plug-n-play installation. You only have to open your hood, locate where the HEI distributor will
go, and set up its coil. Yet another area where this model impresses is its RPM range. They cite
design and construction limitations for this range. You can count on this model to support up to
7,RPMs. Wondering why that is the case? Both the materials are corrosion and rust-proof and
are able to withstand the extremes of temperature. One of the primary functions of HEI
distributors is to advance vehicle ignition timing. This is done to ensure that the air-fuel mixture
ignites at just the right time for best engine efficiency and performance. The timing therefore is
extremely crucial for the mileage of your car. Both advance ignition timing but differ in how they
do that, the speed at which they come into action and other various counts. Mechanical HEI
distributors alter the shaft position of the timing sensor using the springs and weights in the
distributor. Vacuum units operate slightly differently. At that point, they force their distributor to
rotate quickly to activate the advance. Mechanical HEI distributors offer more benefits in
high-speed applications, such as car speed driving, as they only come into play when the load
on the engine is excessive. Vacuum units offer better engine performance and more fuel
economy at low speeds because their timing during such periods is raised. They are a better
choice if you are a race- or luxury-car driver. This system fits an ignition coil inside the
distributor cap, with a control module and magnetic pickup already included inside the
distributor. The arrangement described in the last sentence offers many benefits. It helps the
engine produce a better spark, burn the fuel better and get increased combustion. This, in turn,
helps the vehicle achieve enhanced gas mileage and achieve lower emissions. Points, when
they are brand new, provide rival HEI in performance. However, they start to deteriorate over
time, whereas HEI distributors stand tall. That is what makes them a better choice. Turn the
wrench two turns in a counterclockwise direction. Start your vehicle and check if the spark
knock is eliminated. Assuming you have already searched the market for the best HEI
distributor for your Chevy, you might already know how difficult it is to find the ideal product
among the innumerable options that are currently available on the market. Most equipment that

are available out there promise the sky but do nothing. Either their construction is faulty or their
features low-end. That even though they charge the same price on which you can get any of the
best HEI distributors mentioned above. The equipment that you see in this model are not only
trusted by our experts but they are also the preferred choice of thousands of mechanics and
drivers like you. They also offer extended warranty periods and high-end features to justify their
selection further. You have therefore nothing to lose apart from the poor performance of your
engine if you end up choosing them. Insert Content Template or Symbol. Pros Fires up right
away Sturdy construction Budget-friendly Cons No installation instructions included. Operating
principle Mechanical HEI distributors alter the shaft position of the timing sensor using the
springs and weights in the distributor. Benefits Mechanical HEI distributors offer more benefits
in high-speed applications, such as car speed driving, as they only come into play when the
load on the engine is excessive. Hard-wearing parts : Know what is common between almost all
the HEI distributors you saw above? All of them are hard-wearing. Their CNC machined housing
and stainless steel finishing. Reduced friction : Apart from having a seamless design, units that
offer reduced friction have a polish coating and are mostly made from Chromoly steel. This
raises their shield in the face of corrosion and allows them to last longer. They give a higher
RPM range to let you drive at high speeds at maximum fuel efficiency and provide smoother
workings. These caps look useless but they are great for keeping your parts and the wires safe
from permanent damage. That gives the manufacturers of HEI distributors the excuse to load
their models with meager warranties. Q: How do you adjust the vacuum advance on an HEI
distributor? Conclusion Assuming you have already searched the market for the best HEI
distributor for your Chevy, you might already know how difficult it is to find the ideal product
among the innumerable options that are currently available on the market. Author Recent Posts.
Follow me. Ivo Gievski. Over 12 years of experience in the area, writing for popular websites and
blogs. Latest posts by Ivo Gievski see all. Ready-to-run distributors include a built-in ignition
module so no MSD Ignition control required. My Account My Cart. Also in Exterior - View All.
Also in Fasteners and Hardware - View All. Also in Gaskets - View All. Also in Brakes - View All.
Also in Cooling - View All. Also in Ignition - View All. Also in Tuners and Programmers - View
All. Also in Data Acquisition - View All. Also in Interior - View All. Also in Wheels - View All. Also
in Electrical - View All. Also in Engine - View All. Also in Marine and Powersports - View All. Also
in Nitrous - View All. Also in Exhaust - View All. Also in Off-Road - View All. Larger Image. In
Stock. Add to
car radio cables
hd toros
94 ford contour
Wish List. Simply install the distributor in the engine, connect three wires, the coil and fire it
up! A maintenance-free magnetic pick-up accurately triggers the module. The increased output
of the amplifier easily outperforms stock ignitions and will smooth out the engine's idle,
improve starting and provide a much higher rpm range. The Ready-to-Run features MSD's
adjustable mechanical advance which allows you to custom tailor an ignition curve to match
your engine's needs. There is also a vacuum advance canister to help improve economy. For
positive street performance, the Ready-to-Run is the best choice. Brand MSD C. These rotors
are designed with high rpm and performance in mind which is why they are standard on most
MSD Pro-Billet Distributors. Part This cap will also fit original GM points distributors. Bronze
Distributor Gear. Vacuum Advance Mechanism. Limited 1 Year Warranty: See Details. Some
parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar regulations.

